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SCALING NATURE
OF TARGET FRAGMENTS IN THE 28 Si-EMULSION
INTERACTION AT AN ENERGY OF 14.6A GeV

An attempt has been made to study the fractal behavior of the experimental data on nuclear fragments obtained from 28Si-Emulsion collisions at 14.6A GeV. The whole analysis
is performed by using two different methods, namely the methods of scaled factorial moments
(SFMs), Fq , and multifractal moments, Gq . We have found that the present data reflect a multifractal geometry for nuclear fragments along with the Monte Carlo events (simulated events).
Finally, some evidences of non-thermal phase transitions and the scaling law nature of SFMs
have been studied.
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1. Introduction
The unusually large non-statistical particle density
fluctuations in small phase space regions have attracted a lot of attention in the field of relativistic nuclear collisions to understand the mechanism
of particle production. Several theoretical and experimental groups have suggested different methods
to identify the existence of non-statistical fluctuations. Bialas and Peschanski [1] were the first to
introduce the most suitable method known as the
method of scaled factorial moments (SFMs) to study
the non-statistical fluctuations in the distributions of
relativistic shower particles produced in high-energy
collisions. The proposal of these factorial moments
was made in analogy with the phenomenon known
as the intermittency in the hydrodynamics of turbulent fluid flows. On the other hand, R.C. Hwa and
J.C. Pan [2] also first suggested a modified multifractal moments to extract the dynamical fluctuations in
such heavy ion collisions. In high-energy physics, the
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power law behavior of the scaled factorial moment is
known as the intermittency, where the power law behavior of a modified multifractal moment is known as
the multifractality. One of the possible characteristics of the analysis of scaled factorial moments and
modified multifractal moments is that it can detect
and characterize the dynamical fluctuations, and it
is also capable of filtering out the statistical noise.
In these methods, the scaled factorial moments, Fq ,
and the modified multifractal moments, Gq , are computed as a function of the decreasing phase space
size. The values of Fq and Gq for purely statistical fluctuations saturate with decreasing the phase
space size, whereas Fq and Gq moments in dynamical fluctuations are supposed to increase with decreasing the phase-space size and exhibit a power law
behavior of normalized factorial moments, Fq and
Gq . However, the method of ordinary multiplicity
moments (hnq i/hniq ) is used to demonstrate different features of multiplicity distributions and is unable to reveal the existence of dynamical fluctuations
due to a significant contribution of purely statistical
fluctuations.
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10
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The possibility of observing a new state of quark
matter [3] has induced a lot of interest in the study
of relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. The recent
lattice QCD calculations [4] predict a phase transition of the nuclear matter of confined hadrons into
a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) at a sufficiently high
temperature (200–220 MeV), high energy density of
the order of 3 GeV/fm3 , and/or high baryon density
(>0.5/fm3 ). It is widely believed that the strong
interacting matter in these violent collisions undergoes a transition, temporarily, to a deconfined quarkgluon plasma (QGP). Initially, there was a strong
speculation that the origin of intermittent-type nonstatistical fluctuations was thought to be a result
of the phase transitions from QGP to the normal
hadronic matter in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. But there is no experimental evidence for
the formation of a quark-gluon plasma in low-energy
nucleus-nucleus collisions. Further, no conclusive
evidence of the formation of a quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) has been found in nucleus-nucleus collisions
at ultra-relativistic energies, and so on [5]. Therefore,
the interpretation of the intermittency can no longer
be related to the QGP formation. Only the future
experiments would clarify the situation. It has been
suggested that the Bose–Einstein (BE) interference
[6] and the presence of a random cascade mechanism
or short-range correlations may be responsible for the
origin of the intermittency.
There is a strong feeling that the BE interference
can play a role in dynamical fluctuations. This correlation arises due to the symmetric wave functions
of identical bosons in the BE statistics. Increase in
the value of factorial moments, Fq , with decreasing
the phase-space size could be explained on the basis
of the above correlations between identical charged
particles. The phenomenon of intermittency would
be stronger for identical charged particles than for
all charged particles. Analysis of some experimental
results [7–9] shows that the BE effect cannot be considered as the main source of the intermittency, especially in the e+ e− annihilation [10] and lepton-hadron
[11] and hadron-hadron collisions [12]. No such data
are available for nuclear collisions. However, EMU01
data exclude the possibility of BE correlations as a
dominant source of the intermittency in heavy ion
collisions [13].
It has been observed that the intermittent behavior is clearly explained due to short–range correlations
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10

[13, 14] for a lower order of moments. The intermittency has also been observed in a variety of collision
processes and, therefore, may be considered as a general property of the multiparticle production. However, no single mechanism could explain the observed
intermittency in various collision processes. So, a detailed study is required to understand the intermittency more rigorously.
Till now, most of the works on dynamical fluctuations in high-energy nuclear collisions are carried out
with a great interest in the produced shower particles, mostly pions, because it is assumed that these
pions carry most of the information about the collision dynamics in the multiparticle production. However, only the little effort has been done to study
the behavior of the intermittency and the multifractality of nuclear fragmentation processes. It is believed that, in high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions,
the emission of fast and slow target-associated particles takes place at a relatively later stage of the collisions. These fast protons known as grey particles in
the energy range 30 to 400 MeV with relative velocity 0.3 ≤ β ≤ 0.7 are quickly ejected initially, whereas
slow protons and other heavier fragments with energies ≤30 MeV and relative velocity β < 0.3 are produced as a result of the evaporation processes. It
is expected that these target-associated protons are
believed to carry a relevant information about the
dynamics of the emission process. Therefore, an attempt has been made to investigate the intermittent
behavior and fractal properties of emission spectra
of fast and slow target-associated particles from 28 Siemulsion interactions at 14.6A GeV using a nuclear
emulsion. It is also expected that such studies will not
provide a unified description of the whole production
processes, but such study may provide an additional
parameter to understand the dynamics of the particle production process. In addition, the variations of
the anomalous fractal dimensions, dq , and the generalized dimensions, Dq , with the order of the moments, q, are investigated with the help of Fq and
Gq moments. Some interesting conclusions regarding
the multifractal specific heat and the occurrence of
non-thermal phase transitions are presented.
2. Experimental Details
In the present experiment, FUJI nuclear emulsion
pellicles were irradiated horizontally with a beam of
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Si nuclei at 14.6A GeV at Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), New York, USA. The method of line
scanning has been adopted to scan the stacks, which
was carried out carefully using Japan-made NIKON
(LABOPHOT and Tc-BIOPHOT) high-resolution
microscopes with 8 cm movable stage using 40X objectives and 10X eyepieces by two independent observers, so that the bias in the detection, counting,
and measurements can be minimized. The interactions due to beam tracks making an angle <2◦ to the
mean direction and lying in the emulsion at depths
>35 µm from either surface of the pellicles were included in the final statistics. The other relevant details about the present experiments and target identifications may be seen in our previous works [15–17].
2.1. Classification of tracks
All charged secondaries in these events were classified,
in accordance with the emulsion terminology, into the
following groups [15]:
2.1.1. b-Particles (black track producing particles):
Tracks with specific ionization g ∗ > 10 (g ∗ = g/g0,
where g0 is the Plateau ionization of a relativistic
singly charged particle and g is the ionization of the
charged secondary) have been taken as black tracks.
These correspond to protons with relative velocity
β < 0.3 and range in emulsion L < 3.0 mm.
2.1.2. g-Particles (grey track producing particles):
Tracks with specific ionization 1.4 ≤ g ∗ ≤ 10 corresponding to protons with velocity in the interval
0.3 ≤ β ≤ 0.7 and range L ≥ 3.0 mm in the nuclear
emulsion are called grey tracks.
2.1.3. s-Particles (shower tracks producing particles):
Tracks with specific ionization g ∗ < 1.4 corresponding to protons with relative velocity β > 0.7 are classified as shower tracks. These tracks are mostly due
to relativistic pions with small admixture of charged
K-mesons and fast protons.
2.1.4. f -Particles (projectile spectator fragments):
Single and multiple charged ones emitted inside the
fragmentation cone. Usually, we determine the number of alpha particles (nα ) and the number of fragments with Z > 2, separately.
2.2. Target mass and their identification
Nuclear emulsion detector is a heterogeneous mixture
of Silver halide (AgBr), Gelatine (matrix material for
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the emulsion and a plasticizer, such as glycerin) and
Water (H2 O). The chemical composition of the nuclear emulsion can be summarized as: 1% hydrogen
(H), 16% Carbon-Nitrogen-Oxygen (CNO) and 83%
Silver-Bromide (AgBr). The percentage of interactions in the emulsion with H, CNO or AgBr group of
nuclei depends, however, on the energy and the identity of the incident beam. The average mass number,
hAi, of the different groups of nuclei may be obtained
by the relation:
P
Ni Ai
,
hAi = P
Ni
where Ni is the number of atoms per c.c. or mole
per c.c. for the element of atomic number Zi and
atomic weight Ai . In the present experimental work,
the values of mean target mass hAi equal to 1, 14,
70 and 94, respectively, for H, CNO, emulsion, and
AgBr groups of nuclei.
2.2.1. Target Identification
The exact identification of a target in the emulsion
experiment is not possible, since the medium of the
emulsion is heterogeneous and composed of H, C, N,
O, Ag, and Br nuclei. The events produced due to
the collisions with different targets in the nuclear
emulsion are usually classified into three main categories on the basis of the multiplicity of heavily ionizing tracks in it. Thus, the events with Nh ≤ 1,
2 ≤ Nh ≤ 7 and Nh ≥ 8 are classified as collisions
with hydrogen (H, AT = 1), group of light nuclei
(CNO, hAT i = 14), and group of heavy nuclei (AgBr,
hAT i = 94), respectively.
However, the grouping of events only on the basis
of Nh values does not lead to the right percentage
of events of interactions due to the light and heavy
groups of nuclei. In fact, a considerable fraction of
stars with Nh ≤ 7 are produced in the interactions
with the heavy group of nuclei. Therefore, we have
used the following criteria [15–17].
AgBr events:
(i) Nh > 7, or
(ii) Nh ≤ 7 and at least one track with rang R ≤
≤ 10 µm and no track with 10 < R ≤ 50 µm.
CNO events:
(i) 2 ≤ Nh ≤ 7 and no track with R ≤ 10 µm.
H events:
(i) Nh = 0, or
(ii) Nh = 1, and no track with R ≤ 50 µm.
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10
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3. Methodology Used
In order to get more information about the production mechanism in high-energy heavy-ion collisions,
the multiplicity distributions of the produced particles were studied. If the production of particles takes
place independently of each other, then the multiplicity distribution represents the Poisson distribution. On the contrary, if the production of a particle
enhances the probability to produce other particles,
then the multiplicity distribution is broader than the
Poisson distribution, and its scaled factorial moments
(SFMs) are larger than 1. The same thing should also
happen for the multiplicity of particles produced in
limited cells of the phase space. It is believed that the
multiplicity fluctuations in small phase-space bins can
reveal important aspects of the multiparticle production mechanism such as an intermittent pattern of
fluctuations [1, 18, 19].
For the study of some worth mentioning informations about the non-statistical fluctuations in cos θdistributions, of fast and slow target-associated particles in a given cos θ, the interval of total lengths
Δ cos θ = cos θmax − cos θmin , is divided into M bins
of equal width, δ cos θ = Δ cos θ/M . Depending on
the type of averaging, two types of moments are defined as:
(i) Horizontal Scaled Factorial Moments and
(ii) Vertical Scaled Factorial Moments.
3.1. Horizontal scaled factorial moments
Horizontal scaled factorial moments (SFMs) of different orders q are defined as [1, 20, 21]:
FqH = M q−1

M
X
nm (nm − 1)...(nm − q + 1)
,
N (N − 1)...(N − q + 1)
m=1

(1)

where nm is the number of grey or black tracks in
bin m (m = 1, 2, 3, ...), and N represents the total
multiplicity of grey or black particles in a particular
event in the cos θ intervals ∼ Δ cos θ.
For an ensemble of events of varying multiplicity,
the above relation reduces to [22]
FqH = M q−1

M
X
nm (nm − 1)...(nm − q + 1)
,
hN iq
m=1

(2)

where hN i represents the mean multiplicity of
the grey or black tracks in the angular intervals
∼Δ cos θ = M δ cos θ.
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10

On the averaging over the number of events in a
data sample, one can get
hFqH i =

×

M q−1
×
Nev

M
XX
nm (nm − 1)...(nm − q + 1)
.
hN iq
m=1

(3)

Nev

It has been shown [1] that, for a smooth angular distribution of grey and black particles not exhibiting
any fluctuations other than the statistical ones, hFq i
is essentially independent of the angular bin width
δ cos θ in the limit δ cos θ → 0. However, if the fluctuations are dynamical in nature, then, in the limit
a of small bin size, the scaled factorial moments [1]
would obey the following power law:
α

Δ cos θ q
(for δ cos → 0).
(4)
hFqH i = (M )αq =
δ cos θ
The power-law dependence of the scaled factorial moments on the number of bins represented by the above
relation is known as intermittency. The observation
of such a power law may indicate a cascade mechanism of multiparticle production.
The power law predicts a characteristic linear rise
of lnhFq i as a function of ln M, which is represented
by the relation
lnhFqH i = αq ln M + C,

(5)

where αq which measures the strength of intermittency is called the intermittency exponent, and C is
a constant. The intermittency exponent, αq , is obtained by performing the best fits according to Eq.
(5):
αq =

Δ lnhFqH i
.
Δ ln M

(6)

The scaled factorial moments are sensitive to the
shape of the angular distribution. Thus, for a nonflat angular distributions varying within a finite bin of
width δ cos θ, one introduces an extra M -dependent
correction factor, Rq , which is given by [23]
Rq = M q−1

M
X
hnm iq
,
hniq
m=1

(7)
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where
hnm i =

N
1 X hnm , iiq
.
Nev i=1 hN iq

(8)

Thus, the corrected scaled factorial moments are calculated as
hFq iCcorr =

hFq i
,
Rq

(9)

The correction factor Rq becomes, however, insignificant in the case of flat distributions.
The intermittency exponent, αq , increases with the
order of q of the moments. However, for a random
uncorrelated particle production, hFq i should be constant for all values of q showing the absence of nonstatistical fluctuations. The power law behavior of
the scaled factorial moments can also be interpreted
in terms of fractal properties of the underlying physical process. Thus, it is possible to study a relation
between the anomalous fractal dimensions, dq , of fractals and multifractals in terms of intermittency exponents, αq , with the help of the following relation [24]:
αq
.
dq =
q−1

(10)

Independent values of the anomalous fractal dimension, dq , for different q will show the existence of
monofractality; whereas, in the case of multifractality, an order dependence of q is observed.
The power law behavior of hFq i on M reveals the
self-similarity. In general, this indicates the existence
of fractal properties, which are called multifractals.
According to the fractal theory, self-similar systems
are characterized by the infinite spectrum of noninteger generalized dimensions, Dq . Therefore, the
generalized dimensions, Dq that characterize multiparticle production process can be determined from
the analysis of Fq -moments, using the relation
Dq = 1 −

αq
(q − 1)

or
Dq = 1 − dq .

(11)

The monofractal structure of multiparticle spectra
will show constant Dq values, which are associated
with some collective phenomena (i.e., the formation
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of a quark-gluon plasma); whereas the multifractal
structures are characterized by decreasing values of
the generalized dimensions, Dq , with increasing the
order of moments, q. The decreasing behavior of
Dq with q is associated with a self-similar cascade
process.
With the knowledge of Eqs. (5) and (6), we
get firstly the values of intermittency index, αq ,
which is the slope values of graphs plotted between
lnhFq icorr Vs. ln M (More details in about the values
of intermittency index, αq , are discussed in Section
4.3). Thereafter, the possibility of detecting a nonthermal phase transition can be obtained by calculating the relevant parameter, λq , using the relation
λq =

(αq + 1)
.
q

(12)

3.2. Vertical scaled factorial moments
Another method known as the method of vertical
scaled factorial moments, FqV , is suggested to correct
for the non-uniform shape of the angular distribution,
and it is also defined as
FqV =

M
1 X nm (nm − 1)...(nm − q + 1)
.
M m=1
hn0m iq

(13)

Performing the averaging over all the events, the vertical scaled factorial moments, hFqV i, would become
hFqV i =

Nev
M
1 X
1 X nm (nm − 1)...(nm − q + 1)
,
Nev i=1 M m=1
hn0m iq

(14)
where hn0m i =

1
Nev

N
ev
P

nm , i is the average number of

i=1
th

particles in the m bins for the entire data set having the number of events Nev . The two definitions (3)
and (14) become identical if the single-particle angular distribution is flat. However, if the distribution
is not flat, one should either consider vertically averaged moments or apply a correction factor [23] to the
horizontal moments.
3.3. Modified multifractal moments
Different methods have been used for studying the
fractal nature of particles produced in a multiparticle production system at high-energy heavy ion collisions. R.C. Hwa, C.B. Chiu, and W. Florkowski [25,
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10
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26] proposed an approach in terms of multifractal moments, Gq , which can reveal the multifractal behavior of the particle spectra. But, for low multiplicity
events, these multifractal moments are dominated by
some statistical noise. Due to this fact, R.C. Hwa and
J.C. Pan [2] first modified the old definition of multifractal moments, Gq , (old and modified, Gq , moments
may be seen from our earlier publication [16 and references therein]) by introducing a step function which
can act as a filter for the low-multiplicity events. The
modified multifractal Gq -moments are used to minimize the contribution of statistical fluctuations.
4. Data Analysis and Outcomes
4.1. Variation of lnhFq icorr with ln M
The whole cos θ-phase space has been divided into
number of partitions M = 2–30, and the corrected
scaled factorial moments hFq icorr for the order of moments q =2–6 are calculated using Eq. (9) for grey
and black tracks producing particles, respectively, in
28
Si-Em interactions at 14.6A GeV. The dependence
lnhFq icorr on ln M is shown in Fig. 1, a, b in the cos θphase space for fast and slow target fragments. It is
evident from the plots that the values of lnhFq icorr
increase with ln M (i.e. decreasing the bin size). The
linear rise in the values of lnhFq icorr with ln M with
positive slope confirms the existence of the intermittency in the emission pattern of target-associated particles (i.e., grey and black). The observed increase in
corrected factorial moments with decreasing the bin
size clearly contradicts the evaporation model. The
solid lines in Fig. 1, a, b represent the best-fitted line
to data points. The errors shown in the above figures are estimated by considering them as independent statistical errors only, and the effects of correlation of statistical errors for different bin sizes have not
been taken into consideration. The observation discussed readily confirms the signature of intermittency
in the emission spectrum of fast and slow target associated particles. Similar results have been reported
by other workers [27–29].
In order to check the presence of statistical fluctuations in the target fragmentation region, we have
compared the experimental data with randomly generated uncorrelated Monte Carlo (MC-RAND) of
12,000 events. To see that the linear dependence of
lnhFq icorr on ln M is not a spurious effect produced
by the method itself, the uncorrelated MC events are
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10

Fig. 1. Variations of lnhFq icorr as a function of ln M for grey
particles (a) and black particles (b) in the cosθ phase space
in 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV along with the MC-RAND
model

analyzed, and the results of this analysis are also depicted in Fig. 1, a, b by the red open circles with corresponding experimental data. It is observed that the
experimental data exhibit the power law behavior, as
expected. Monte Carlo generated events exhibit no
such dependence on ln M, i.e., show approximately
a constant pattern. This gives an indication for the
absence of the statistical contribution in the experimental data. The flat behavior in Monte Carlo events
is expected for the independent emission of particles.
4.2. Behavior of lnhGq i on ln M
In order to examine the dependence of lnhGq i
on ln M , the values of modified multifractal moments, hGq i for q =2–6 have been calculated, using
relation [2]
!
Nev X
M
X
q
hGq i = 1/Nev
(nj /N ) ∗ θ(nj − q)
(15)
1

j=1
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tem. On the other hand, for the sake of comparison
and/or to know the statistical contributions in the
values of lnhGq i, 10,000 events are generated in the
cos θ phase space using the uncorrelated Monte Carlo
(MC-RAND) model with cos θ values lying between
–1 and +1. The values of lnhGq i with uncorrelated
Monte Carlo (MC-RAND) have been also plotted in
the same figures with ln M . The generated events
show a large deviation from experimental values for
the higher order of moments, q, and are represented
by dotted lines in the same figures for grey and black
particles. Similar results have been represented in
Gupta [30].
4.3. Nature of intermittency index,
αq , and mass exponent function, τq

Fig. 2. Variations of lnhGq i as a function of ln M for grey
particles (a) and black particles (b) in the cosθ phase space
in 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV along with the MC-RAND
model

for fast and slow target associated particles in the
cos θ phase space for 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV.
The usual meaning of all input parameters in the
above-mentioned relation is already defined in the
earlier publication [2, 16]. The variations of lnhGq i
as a function of ln M for grey and black particles
are shown in Fig. 2, a, b for different q values in
the cos θ phase space. From these figures, a linear
increasing trend is observed in the values of lnhGq i
with a decreasing resolution of the bin width δ cos θ
(i.e., increasing ln M ) for all values of q. The linear increasing pattern of the modified multifractal
moments gives an indication of self-similarity for the
mechanism of particle production in the target fragmentation region. Thus, the analysis of the present
experimental work gives an initial indication of the
fractal nature in the multiparticle production sys-
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The values of the intermittency index, αq , obtained
from the slopes of fitted solid lines in Fig. 1, a, b
for various orders of factorial moments along with
statistical errors for fast and slow target-associated
particles are listed in Table 1. From the table, it is
observed that the parameter, αq , increases with the
order of moments for grey and black particles. Further, it is also observed that the values of αq , are
slightly larger for the grey particles in comparison to
those for the black particles for each value of q. Thus,
it can be seen that the values of intermittency index,
αq , are also higher for highly energetic particles. Similar results have been reported by other workers [27].
It is evident from Table 1 that the values of intermittency indices αq for our present data are slightly
larger than the values of theoretical Monte Carlo data
points, which reveal the predictions of the α-cascade
model. The least square fitting of the experimental
points in Fig. 2, a, b has been done to find the values of slopes, i.e., the mass exponent function, τq .
The values of mass exponent function, τq , along with
their statistical errors are also depicted in Table 2 for
the order of moments q = 2–6. From this table, it
is observed that the values of τq for both types of
particles are found to be higher for the higher order
of moments, q. The dependence of τq on the order
of moments, q is shown in Fig. 3 for target-associated
particles, i.e., grey and black particles, along with the
values obtained by other workers [30]. It is also observed from the figure that the values of τq are nearly
independent of the energy and the mass of projectiles,
as well as of the target mass.
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10
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Table 1. Values of intermittency index, αq , obtained from least square
fits of Eq. (5) for the experimental data
Data set/Energy (A (GeV)
28 Si-Em/14.6

Present
M.C.– data Present
28 Si-Em/14.6 Present
M.C.– data Present
16 O-AgBr/4.5 Ref. [27]
16 O-AgBr/4.5 Ref. [27]

Tracks

α2

α3

α4

α5

α6

Grey
Grey
Black
Black
Grey
Black

0.085 ± 0.004
0.018 ± 0.004
0.042 ± 0.002
0.012 ± 0.002
0.030 ± 0.002
0.009 ± 0.004

0.184 ± 0.010
0.024 ± 0.004
0.099 ± 0.006
0.015 ± 0.003
0.101 ± 0.021
0.041 ± 0.017

0.325 ± 0.017
0.026 ± 0.005
0.162 ± 0.011
0.017 ± 0.002
0.180 ± 0.047
0.094 ± 0.030

0.513 ± 0.024
0.027 ± 0.006
0.295 ± 0.023
0.020 ± 0.004
–
–

0.717 ± 0.035
0.029 ± 0.006
0.436 ± 0.031
0.023 ± 0.005
–
–

Table 2. Values of mass exponent function, τq , obtained from least square fitting
of graphs plotted between lnhGq i versus ln M to the experimental data
Data set/Energy (A (GeV)
28 Si-Em/14.6

Present
Present
84 Kr-AgBr/0.95 Ref. [30]
28 Si-Em/14.6

Tracks

τ2

τ3

τ4

τ5

τ6

Grey
Black
Grey

0.622 ± 0.019
0.690 ± 0.016
0.998 ± 0.023

1.174 ± 0.035
1.319 ± 0.030
1.384 ± 0.024

1.628 ± 0.053
1.868 ± 0.040
1.478 ± 0.053

2.063 ± 0.065
2.356 ± 0.049
–

2.491 ± 0.077
2.756 ± 0.059
–

4.4. Evidences from the anomalous
fractal dimensions, dq

4.5. Behavior of generalized
fractal dimension Dq vs. q

The anomalous fractal dimension [31, 32], dq , used for
the description of fractal objects can be evaluated by
Eq. (10). The formation of a quark-gluon plasma in
thermodynamical equilibrium may be responsible for
the production of a phase transition to the hadron
phase [33]. If the phase transition is of second order, the hadrons in the final state would exhibit the
intermittent behavior, and the anomalous fractal dimension, dq , would be independent of the order of
moments. On other hand, if the final-state hadrons
are produced as a result of the cascading process, the
anomalous fractal dimensions dq would increase linearly with q. The variation of dq with the order of
moments q is shown in Fig. 4, a, b for grey and black
particles produced in the interactions of 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV using Fq and Gq moments, respectively. From the figures, it may be noted that the
anomalous fractal dimension, dq , obtained by both
moments Fq and Gq , increases linearly with q, and
this indicates the multifractal geometry of the emission spectra of target fragments. This analysis will be
useful to understand the emission of target fragments,
especially the emission of black particles. The present
investigation shows a similar trend, as reported by
other workers for different projectiles and different
energies [27–29].

The power-law dependence of the scaled factorial moments and modified multifractal moments of the multiplicity distribution on the number of bins M reveals
a self-similar behavior and indicates the multifractal
structures. The generalized dimension Dq , a parameter of fractality, is calculated with the knowledge of
Eqs. (11) for Fq and Gq moments [28] in the interactions of 28 Si-nucleus collisions at 14.6A GeV for grey

ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10

Fig. 3. Dependence of the mass exponent function, τq on the
order of moments, q
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results are similar to those reported by other workers [27, 29, 30]. Therefore, the analysis of observed
scaled factorial moments and Gq -moments reveals the
self-similarity characteristic in the multiparticle production.
4.6. Multifractal specific heat

Fig. 4. Dependence of the anomalous fractal dimension,
dq on q for grey and black particles in 28 Si-Em collisions at
14.6A GeV for Fq moments (a) and Gq moments (b), respectively

Recently, a multifractal Bernoulli distribution [35]
was introduced to describe the transition from
monofractality to multifractality, which is also believed to play a crucial role in the multiparticle production at high energies. This distribution is also
used to find some systematic behavior in the experimental data on the fractal parameters of particles
produced in heavy ion collisions. The multifractal
Bernoulli functions satisfy the relation
Dq = D∞ + c ln(q/(q − 1)),

Fig. 5. Variation of the generalized fractal dimension Dq as
a function of q for grey and black particles in 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV for Fq moments (a) and Gq moments (b),
respectively

and black particles. The values of Dq are plotted in
Fig. 5, a, b as a function of the order of moments q in
the cos θ-phase space for both moments Fq and Gq ,
respectively. It is obvious from the figures that the
values of Dq decrease with the increasing the order of
moments q for both types of particles. The analysis
shows that the values of Dq are always less than 1 for
all q for both moments Fq and Gq , as well as for both
types of particles. The decreasing pattern in the values of Dq with the order of moments q clearly gives an
agreement with the multifractal cascade mechanism
[34], and this behavior also indicates that there is no
existence of a second-order phase transition. These
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(16)

where Dq is the generalized dimension of the order q,
and c is a constant. The constant “c” in Eq. (15) can
be interpreted as the multifractal specific heat of the
system provided the thermodynamical interpretation
of the multifractality is used [36]. It is widely believed
in thermodynamics that the specific heat of gases and
solids is constant and independent of the temperature
[37] in a wide range of q. This analogy of the constant
specific heat approximation should also be applicable
to the multifractal specific heat.
In order to find the values of the multifractal specific heat, we have plotted the graph for the values of
generalized fractal dimension, Dq , obtained from the
analysis of Fq and Gq -moments against ln (q/ (q − 1))
in Fig. 6, a, b for fast and slow target fragments produced in 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV in the cos θphase space for Fq and Gq -moments. The straight
lines shown in the above figure are best linear fits to
the experimental points. One can see from the figures that the values of Dq reveal a linear increase
as a function of ln (q/ (q − 1)). The linear behavior in the figures indicates good agreement between
the experimental data and the multifractal Bernoulli
representation. The calculated values of multifractal specific heat extracted from the figures are shown
in Table 3 for the present data corresponding to Fq
and Gq -moments. There is no systematic variation
in the values of multifractal heat “c” determined by
the Fq and Gq -moments methods. The values of the
multifractal specific heat found by two methods are
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10
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different. The obvious reason for this difference is due
to different values of the generalized dimension, Dq ,
obtained in the analysis of two methods. This result
does not reveal any kind of universality with respect
to the various interactions.
4.7. Evidence of non-thermal
phase transitions
It has been observed [31, 32] that if the dynamics
of intermittency is due to the self-similar cascading,
then there is a possibility of observing a non-thermal
phase transition, which is believed to occur during
the collision. If such a non-thermal phase transition
is present, then function (12) should have a minimum
at a certain value of q = qc [13]. The region with
q < qc is dominated by numerous small fluctuations,
whereas the region with q > qc is due to rarely large
fluctuations. This situation can easily be compared
with a mixture of the “liquid” of many small fluctuations and the “dust” consisting of few grains of very
large density.
The “liquid” and the “dust” phases coexist. The
variation of λq as a function of q for grey and
black particles produced in 28 Si-Em interactions at
14.6A GeV has been shown in Fig. 7. The result of
16
O-AgBr at 4.5A GeV has also been shown for comparison. From the figure, it may be noted that no
clear-cut minimum value of λq for a certain value of q
has been observed in the present experimental work,
as it is reported by other workers [38, 39]. However,
a little deviation of the experimental data from the
“no intermittency” line (αq = 0) indicates the presence of a weak intermittency effect in the cos θ-space
for the present data. Thus, it may be concluded that
the data for grey and black particles do not support
a clear evidence for the existence of a non-thermal
phase transition. To get a more unambiguous evidence, the analysis should be done up to q = 8 with
large statistics at high energies and with different
projectiles.

Fig. 6. Variation of Dq as a function of (q/(q − 1)) for grey
and black particles in 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV for Fq
moments (a) and Gq moments (b), respectively

Fig. 7. Dependence of λq on the order of moments q in the
cos θ phase space for 28 Si-Em collisions at 14.6A GeV
Table 3. Values of multifractal specific heat
in the target fragmentation region of nuclear collisions
Collisions/Energy
(A GeV)
28 Si-Em/14.6

4.8. Scaling law nature
of scaled factorial moments
Another consequence of the intermittency is a scaling property of SFMs in the multiparticle production. Seibert [40] proposed that higher-order scaled
factorial moments, Fq , to the second-order factorial
moments, F2 , are observed to obey the scaling
ISSN 2071-0194. Ukr. J. Phys. 2013. Vol. 58, No. 10

28 Si-Em/14.6

Present
Present

Particles

Grey
Black

Using Fq
moments

Using Gq
moments

0.108 ± 0.044 0.334 ± 0.120
0.085 ± 0.090 0.315 ± 0.132

law. The higher-order scaled factorial moments can
be expressed in terms of second-order moments by
the relation
(Fq − 1)/q(q − 1) = (F2 − 1)/2.

(17)
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Fig. 8. Variation of 2 ln Fq (q/(q − 1)) as a function of ln M
for grey and black particles in 28 Si-Em collisions 14.6A

Thus, the entire functional form of the q th -order
scaled factorial moments is determined by the secondorder factorial moments. It has been reported [41]
that, instead of expanding (Fq − 1) as a function of
(F2 − 1) ln Fq , it can also be expanded as a function
of ln F2 toward the scaling law of Fq moments.
In order to check the validity of the above scaling
law, the values of 2 ln Fq /q(q − 1) for different values
of q as a function of ln M are plotted in Fig. 8, a, b
for grey and black particles in the cos θ-phase space.
These figures also include the results obtained from
the interactions of 16 O-AgBr and 84 Kr–AgBr collisions at energies of 4.5 and 0.95A GeV, respectively
[27, 29]. It can be concluded that it favors the scaling
behavior, but it is too early to say about the universality of the scaling law. To see the importance of
the scaling nature, it would be interesting to further
study the scaling law with different projectiles and
energies.
5. Conclusion and Summary
On the basis of the above analysis, we may draw the
following conclusions:
The observed increasing trend in the values of corrected factorial moments, Fqcorr , and modified Gq moments with decreasing the bin size clearly reflects the
evaporation model and gives an evidence for an intermittency pattern of fluctuations in such heavy ion
nucleus-nucleus collisions. The fractal behavior of the
multiparticle production is observed for grey particles, as well as black particles, in the considered collisions of the target fragmentation region for the cos θ-
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phase space using Fqcorr and Gq moments. The values
of intermittency indices, αq , for experimental data are
slightly larger than the values based on Monte Carlo
data, which clearly reveals the predictions of the αcascade model. The values of mass exponent function
τq are found to be nearly independent of the energy
and the mass of projectiles, as well as of the target
mass. The anomalous fractal dimension, dq , increases
linearly with the order of corrected scaled factorial
moments, Fqcorr , as well as modified multifractal moments, Gq , thereby indicating the multifractal geometry of the emission spectra of target fragments. This
analysis is useful to understand the emission of target
fragments, especially the emission of black particles.
The decreasing trend in the values of the generalized
dimensions, Dq with increasing the order of moments,
q, obtained by Fq and Gq -moments indicates the possibility that the multiparticle production for grey and
black particles is due to a self-similar cascade process.
The different values of multifractal specific heat “c”
determined by the Fq and Gq -moments method do not
reveal any kind of universality with respect to the
various interactions. Based on our study, we have
not found any clear dip (clear-cut minimum) value of
λq for a certain value of q. Thus, the given data on
the target fragmentation do not show a clear indication for the occurrence of a non-thermal phase transition. Finally, a scaling behavior may be observed
for higher-order scaled factorial moments (SFMs) in
the present experimental data.
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СКЕЙЛIНГОВА ПРИРОДА
ФРАГМЕНТIВ МIШЕНI ПРИ ВЗАЄМОДIЇ
28 Si З ЕМУЛЬСIЄЮ ПРИ ЕНЕРГIЇ 14,6A ГеВ
Резюме
Вивчено фрактальну поведiнку експериментальних даних
по ядерних фрагментах, отриманих в зiткненнях 28 Si з
емульсiєю при 14,6A ГеВ. Весь аналiз виконано з використанням двох рiзних методiв: масштабованих факторiалмоментiв Fq i мультифрактальних Gq моментiв. Ми виявили, що данi вказують на мультифрактальну геометрiю для
ядерних фрагментiв разом з Монте-Карло подiями (моделювання подiй). Крiм того, вивчено деякi свiдчення про нетепловi фазовi переходи i природу закону подiбностi для
масштабованих факторiал-моментiв.
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